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Chapter 3 

 

Bell Founders and Bell Hangers 

 

 

While bells originally tended to be cast in situ to minimise transport difficulties, the 

Industrial Revolution in the 18th century saw the centralisation of production into a smaller 

number of foundry centres. While some bell foundries cast bells as well as made the fittings 

and hung bells for ringing, others concentrated on either casting or bell hanging alone. This 

sections looks at both aspects, separately identifying those firms who specialised in bell 

hanging alone. 

 

The use of broadsheets and newspaper adverts to promote foundries emerged at the same 

time especially during the following century. The following examples are not comprehensive 

given the numerous foundries that have existed, but have been chosen as a summary of the 

style and contents of the advertising used.   

 

Bell Founders 

 

(i) James Barwell (Birmingham) 

 

A business established in 1784 making candlesticks and other articles in brass was 

purchased by James Barwell in 1870. He developed the business and started to cast bells 

from 1884. Initially he produced small bells for domestic use but then moved on to cast 

church bells. He died in 1898 and was succeeded in the business by his two sons Edward and 

Arthur H Barwell. The business continued to cast church bells until around 1916 and 

thereafter small domestic bells until around 1960.  

 

 
Bell News and Ringers’ Record: advert from 21 February 1903 
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(ii) William Blews & Sons (Birmingham) 

 

Again, Blews and Sons were brass workers in Birmingham, who diversified into casting 

church bells between 1850 and 1891. The firm started in 1732 and closed about 1900. They 

had showrooms in London and exhibited candlesticks, bells and weights at The Great 

Exhibition in London in 1851. 

 

 

 

 
Bell News and Ringers’ Record: advert from 29 March 1890 

 

 

(iii) John Briant (Hartford) 

 

He was born in 1749 and operated as a bell founder and clockmaker between 1782 and 

1825. He died four years later in 1829. 
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Broadsheet from Osborn Manuscript (British Library, Add. 19369)  

(size unclear as cut to fit manuscript page) 

 

(iv) Charles Carr (Smethwick, Birmingham) 

 

Another Birmingham based manufacturer of church bells and general bell fittings. The firm 

was established in 1852 are known to have cast bells from 1885 until around 1923. 
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Ringing World: 16 June 1911 

 

 

 
Bell News and Ringers’ Record: advert from 7 March 1914 
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(v) William Dobson (Downham, Norfolk) 

 

Dobson was a well-known Norfolk bell founder who cast bells between 1806 and 1833. 

 

 
Broadsheet: Osborn Manuscript (British Library, Add.19369) (18.5cm by 31.0cm) 
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(vi) Gillett & Johnston (Croydon) 

 

The firm Gillett & Johnston was a clockmaker and bell foundry between 1844 and 1957. 

Between 1844 and 1950 over 14,000 tower clocks were made at the works. The company's 

most successful and prominent period of activity as a bell founder was in the 1920s and 

1930s, when it was responsible for supplying many important bells and carillons for sites 

across Britain and around the world. A successor company continues to operate at 

Bletchingley in Surrey, under the Gillett & Johnston name, but are now only engaged in 

clock making, clock and carillon repair.  

 

The clock making business was established by William Gillett in Hadlow, Kent in the early 

19th century. In 1837, Gillett moved his business to Clerkenwell, London; and in 1844 to the 

site in what later became known as Union Road, Thornton Heath, Croydon, which would 

remain its home for the next 113 years. Charles Bland became a partner in 1854, and the 

company subsequently traded as Gillett & Bland. In 1877, Arthur A. Johnston bought into 

the partnership, and shortly afterwards extended the company's output by establishing a 

bell foundry. The business became known as Gillett, Bland & Co until Bland's death around 

1884, when the name was changed to Gillett & Co. The name Gillett & Johnston seems to 

have been used from around 1887.  

 

Arthur Johnston's son, Cyril Frederick Johnston (1884–1950), joined the company in 1902, 

became a partner in 1907, and took over the firm following his father's death in 1916. He 

developed an interest in the theory of bell tuning, and greatly expanded the bell founding 

side of the business. In 1905 he re-developed the works, and installed a large vertical tuning 

lathe. He was particularly interested in the manufacture of carillons, which presented 

special problems of tuning distinct from those of church bells.  

 

During the First World War, the factory suspended its regular business and became involved 

in the manufacture of munitions, employing over 1,250 men and women. The firm became 

a limited liability company in 1925, initially trading as the Croydon Bell Foundry Ltd 

(although the name ‘Gillett and Johnston’ still appeared on bells). It reverted to the name 

Gillett & Johnston Ltd in 1930.  

 

Cyril Johnston resigned as managing director in 1948, following disagreements over 

company policy, and died suddenly two years later in 1950. Following his departure, Henry 

Michael Howard took over, and some bells were cast in his name. The business also now 

diversified into other engineering activities, and new subsidiaries (Microcastings Ltd and 

Bourdon Tools Ltd) were established. However, it experienced financial difficulties, caused 

in part by changing architectural tastes, and a falling-off in demand for traditional tower 

clocks and cast bells. In 1957 the business was taken into receivership and the works were 

closed down.  
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The business was sold in 1958 to the Bath Portland Group, which already owned 

Synchronome, a rival office clock making company. For a few years, the tower clock side was 

established in Wembley as Gillett-Johnston Clocks Ltd. In 1962 it was bought by Cecil Hector 

Coombes who had previously worked for Gillett & Johnston in Croydon. He returned the 

firm to Croydon in 1963 as Gillett and Johnston (Croydon) Ltd, basing it first in Clarendon 

Road (1963–1970), and then in Sanderstead Road (1970–2012). In 2012 the company 

moved to new premises in Bletchingley. It remains in the Coombes family. 

 

Surviving records of the foundry include a register of bells cast, 1877–1919; notes relating to 

work on bells, 1879–1907; and 17 volumes of bell tuning books, 1907–1951. They are now 

held at the Museum of Croydon (ref. AR 1).  

 

 
Ringing World: advert from 26 Dec 1919 
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Bell News and Ringers’ Record: advert from 7 March 1914 

 

(vii) Llewellins & James Ltd (Bristol) 

 

The company were originally only involved in bell hanging until about 1874, often getting 

other foundries in the UK to cast bells on their behalf but with the name Llewellins & James 

on them. But by 1874 they appear to have accumulated sufficient expertise to take on bell 

founding. At the end of the 19th century they were one of around seven bell founders in the 

UK and in their heyday, between 1875 to 1925, approximately a quarter of the company’s 

turnover was based on their bell founding and bell hanging work. 

 

 
Bell News and Ringers’ Record: advert from 4 April 1885 
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Bell News and Ringers’ Record: advert from 11 December 1909 

 

 

 
Bell News and Ringers’ Record: advert from 4 December 1915 

 

(viii) Maneely Foundries (New York, USA) 

 

There were two Meneely bell foundries - based on either side of the Hudson River in New 

York, USA. The first foundry was established in 1826 in West Troy (now Watervliet), New 

York, by Andrew Meneely, a former apprentice in the foundry of Benjamin Hanks. Two of 

Andrew's sons continued to operate the foundry after his death, and it remained a family 

operation until its closure. The second Meneely bell foundry was established in 1870 by a 

third son, Clinton H. Meneely, across the river in Troy, New York. Initially he was in 

partnership with George H. Kimberly, under the name Meneely & Kimberly. This second 

foundry was re-organised in 1879 as the Clinton H. Meneely Bell Company, then later as the 

Meneely Bell Company. Like its related competitor, it remained a family operation until its 

closure. The two foundries competed vigorously (and sometimes bitterly) with each other. 

Together, they produced about 65,000 bells before they both closed in 1952.  
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Business cards for both of the competing Meneely bell foundries  

appearing in the Troy Daily Times May 20, 1891 

 

 
View of Maneely’s Bell Foundry from Ballou’s Pictorial Drawing Room Companion. Date not known, 
page 244 (17.5cm by 12.0cm) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:1891-05-20_dueling_Meneely_ads.png
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Interior of the foundry from Ballou’s Pictorial Drawing Room Companion. Date not known, page 244 
(17.5cm by 12.0cm)  

 

 
Moulding and Casting Process from Ballou’s Pictorial Drawing Room Companion. Date not known, 
page 245 (17.5cm by 12.0cm) 
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Mounting Room and Year of the Foundry from Ballou’s Pictorial Drawing Room Companion. Date not 
known, page 245 (17.5cm by 12.0cm)  

 

(ix) Matthew O’Byrne (Dublin) 

 

Following a career as a Chief Engineer in the Royal Navy Matthew O’Byrne established The 

Fountain Head Iron Foundry in James’s Street, Dublin in 1840. They undertook the tuning of 

bells as well as their casting. In 1887 they patented the ‘M Byrne Patent Rotary Mounting’ 

which was a cat iron headstock with a tapered hole through which a tapered boss on the 

crown of the bell was inserted and bolted in place. The advantage was that by simply 

slacking the nut the bell could be rotated in a few minutes. 
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Bell cast for Church of Our Lady Queen of Peace, Merrion Road, Dublin. Source unknown (14.3cm by 
20.0cm) 

 

(x) Rudhalls (Gloucester) 

 

There had been a tradition of bell casting in Gloucester since before the 14th century. One 

of the prominent founders from that area was Rudhalls. The family business was founded by 

Abraham Rudhall (1657–1736) who developed a method of tuning bells by turning on a 

lathe rather than the traditional chipping method with a chisel. One of the earliest rings of 

bells he cast was for St Nicholas' Church, Oddington in 1684. He came to be described as the 

greatest bell-founder of his age. The business was continued by his eldest son, also called 

Abraham (1680–1735), his son Abel (1714–60), and three of Abel's sons, Thomas (?1740–

83), Charles (1746–1815) and John (1760–1835). In 1815 John Rudhall was declared 

bankrupt and the bell foundry bought by Mears & Stainbank from the Whitechapel Bell 

Foundry. The business formally closed in 1828 but bells bearing John's name have been 

found with dates up to 1835. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oddington,_Gloucestershire
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Broadsheet from Osborn Manuscript (British Library, Add.19369) (Sizeunclear as cut to fit manuscript 
page)   

 

The Rudhalls’ foundry was not adverse to promoting their work in newspapers as illustrated 

by the following extracts. 
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Post Boy (Thursday, 23 July 1702) 
 
 

 
Post Man and the Historical Account (Saturday, 7 May 1709) 

 

 
Daily Post (Saturday, 5 December 1719) 
 

 

Weekly Journal or Saturday's Post (Saturday, 9 January 1720) 
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Evening Post (Thursday, 14 January 1720) 

 

 

Daily Post (Thursday, 13 November 1729); together with a similar report in Weekly Journal or British 
Gazetteer (Saturday, 15 November 1729) 

 

(xi) Taylor’s (Loughborough) 

 

John Taylor & Co, commonly known as Taylor's Bell Foundry, Taylor's of Loughborough, or 

simply Taylor's, is currently the sole major UK bell foundry still in existence. The present 

company is part of a line of bell founders dating back to Johannes de Stafford in the 14th 

century and has occupied its present site in Loughborough since 1839. It became Taylor's 

after the Taylor family took over in 1784. The Taylors also had foundries in Oxford and St 

Neots between 1786 and 1854, and they were the first founder to adopt ‘true-harmonic’ 

tuning in the late 19th century. In 2005 John Taylor's had merged with Eayre & Smith Ltd (a 

firm of bell hangers) and from 2005 until 2009 became Taylors Eayre & Smith Ltd. 

 

In September 2009 Taylors went into administration but was bought out of administration 

by a consortium called UK Bellfoundries Ltd, led by Andrew Wilby, which successfully re-

financed and re-established the business. Since then the company has re-established its 

presence both in the UK and in the Carillon and other export markets. In 2018 the company 

established a subsidiary called John Taylor International, based in Australia, to serve the 

southern hemisphere markets. In 2016 the Directors of UK Bellfoundries Ltd founded the 

Loughborough Bellfoundry Trust and transferred ownership of the buildings, equipment, 
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intellectual property and the Museum to that body in perpetuity to safeguard it for the 

future. The Trust has received emergency grants to restore several parts of the building 

from Historic England as it was listed as a Grade 2* building at risk. Further restoration is 

planned.  

 

 
Broadsheet from the Osborn Manuscript (British Library, Add.19369) (Size unclear as cut to fit 
manuscript page)   
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In addition to the foundry museum the site also contains a ring of 12 bells hung for change 

ringing in a separate tower, having augmented a ring of 10 bells that were previously 

installed. The National 12 Bell Striking Contest is competed for annually by the leading 

teams in England for ‘The Taylor Trophy’. Notable bells cast by the foundry include Great 

Paul and the ring of bells at St Paul’s Cathedral, London; Liverpool Cathedral bourdon bell 

Great George, at 14,900 kg or more than 14 long tons 13 cwt, it is the second largest bell in 

Britain; also the Baird Carillon, a 55 bell carillon at the University of Michigan and the 47 bell 

carillon in Loughborough itself.  

 

(xii) John Warner & Sons (Cripplegate, London) 

 

The company undertook metal works at various locations in the UK. It was originally 

founded in 1739 before being established as a company in 1763. From 1850 until 1924 they 

were mainly known for casting church bells. The company was dissolved in 1949. 

 

Warners had a large output of bells, and Warner bells can be found throughout the world. 

Some of their notable bells including the clock chime at the Houses of Parliament cast at 

their foundry in Cripplegate. The original Big Ben was cast at their Norton, near Stockton on 

Tees, foundry but later had to be re-cast by the Whitechapel Bell Foundry.  

 

 
John Warner & Sons trade card from the Osborn Manuscript (British Library, Add.19368/19369)  
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John Warner & Sons printed envelope from the Osborn Manuscript (British Library, 
add.19368/19369)  

 

 
Bell News and Ringers’ Record: advert from 11 January 1902 
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Trade cards produced for the Great Exhibition 1851 from the Osborn Manuscript (British Library, 
Add.19368/19369)  
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Bell News and Ringers’ Record: advert from 4 April 1885 

 

 
Bell News and Ringers’ Record: advert from 4 December 1909 
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(xiii) Whitechapel (London)  

The Whitechapel Bell Foundry dates back to 1570. The last premises they occupied at 32–34 

Whitechapel Road dates from 1670 and was formerly a coaching inn called ‘The Artichoke’ 

which had been damaged in the Great Fire of London. The Artichoke ceased trading in 1738 

and the following year the Whitechapel Bell Foundry moved into the premises. The foundry 

remained at the site until May 2017. It was one of only two bell foundries left in the UK and 

had been in continuous production for almost 450 years. Previous bell founders from 

Aldgate and Whitechapel can however, be traced back to 1420. According to previous 

owners Alan and Kathryn Hughes, the foundry had been a family-owned company 

throughout its history continuing when Alan Hughes's grandfather bought the company in 

1904, until its sale to Westley group in 2017.  

The business had to adapt throughout the centuries and in modern times, with new 

churches being built less frequently, produced handbells and doorbells. It responded to a 

surge in orders for table bells, following the popularity of the ITV period drama ‘Downton 

Abbey’ with a third of its sales going overseas. In 2013 the foundry launched an online shop 

selling house bells, musical instruments including hand bells and other merchandise. The 

large bell business had been largely unaffected by periods of financial depression, partly 

owing to the fact that from enquiry to completion an order takes on average 11 years. The 

foundry was particularly busy after the war, replacing bells lost or damaged by fire in 

bombing raids across London.  

In March 2017 a consortium of heritage groups, including Save Britain’s Heritage, The East 

End Preservation Society, the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, the Ancient 

Monuments Society, and the Royal Academy of attempted to have the foundry premises 

listed as a Grade 1 building given the historic importance of the building. The foundry was 

sold to US investor Raycliff who announced their intention to convert the building into a 95 

room hotel with a bell themed cafe.  

Many churches across the world have bells cast by the Whitechapel Bell Foundry, but 

arguably some of its best-known examples are not in places of worship. In 1752 the foundry 

(known at the time as Lester and Pack) cast the Liberty Bell, which was commissioned to 

celebrate the 50th anniversary of William Penn’s 1701 Charter of Privileges, Pennsylvania’s 

original constitution. As a result of damage sustained during its stormy passage across the 

Atlantic, the bell cracked when it was first rung, and after repeated repairs cracked again in 

1846 when rung to mark the birthday of George Washington.  

Big Ben, which tolls the hour at the Palace of Westminster, was cast in 1858 and rung for the 

first time on 31 May 1859. It weighs 13½ tons and is the largest bell ever cast at the foundry. 

This bell cracked because too heavy a hammer was initially used to strike it. The crack and 

the subsequent re-tuning gives the bell its present distinctive tone.  
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The foundry cast 14 bells for the Liverpool Cathedral with psalm texts as engravings. The 

bells are notable for being the heaviest change ringing peal of bells in the world. The 

Whitechapel Bell Foundry also designed the Olympic Bell seen at the opening ceremony for 

the 2012 Games. It was not cast at the Whitechapel premises as the furnaces could not 

provide the 23 tons of molten metal required to make the bell, so it was manufactured at a 

factory in the Netherlands which normally produces ship's propellers. The Olympic bell has 

the lowest tone of any bell in the world at note B, is the largest harmonically tuned bell in 

the world and the widest bell in Britain. It now hangs in the Queen Elizabeth Park and is not 

rung because it is deemed too loud to be rung without disturbing local residents. The 

Foundry also cast the Royal Jubilee Bells used on the lead barge for the Thames Diamond 

Jubilee Pageant held to mark the 60th anniversary of Queen Elizabeth’s accession to the 

throne in 2012. These bells are now hung for ringing in the church of St James, Garlickhythe.  

The following founder names are cast into the surface of Whitechapel bells of different 

dates. Prior to Robert Mot, in 1574, the sign of three bells was often cast to indicate that it 

was a Whitechapel (or Aldgate) bell.  

 1420 Robert Chamberlain of Aldgate 

 1426 William Chamberlain 

 1456 John Daniel 

 1470 John Daniel's Successor 

 1487 IW 

 1500–1515 Thomas Bullisdon 

 1506–1522 William Culverden 

 1523 Thomas Lawrence 

 1538 John Owen 

 1553 Thomas Kempe 

 1574 Robert Mot 

 1606 Joseph Carter 

 1610 William Carter 

 1616 Thomas Bartlet 

 1632 John Clifton 

 1640 Anthony Bartlet 

 1675 James Bartlet 

 1700 Richard Phelps  

 1735 Phelps and Lester 

 1738 Thomas Lester 

 1752 Lester and Pack 

 1769 Lester, Pack and Chapman 

 1776 Pack and Chapman 

 1781 Chapman and Mears 

 1784 William Mears 

 1787 William and Thomas Mears 

 1791 Thomas Mears I 

 1805 Mears and Son 

 1810 Thomas Mears II 

 1844 Charles and George Mears 

 1861 George Mears and Co 

 1865 Mears and Stainbank 

 1873 Robert Stainbank 

 1884 Alfred Lawson 

 1904 Arthur Hughes 

 1916 Albert Hughes 

 1945 Albert and William Hughes 

 1950 Albert, William & Douglas Hughes 

 1964 William and Douglas Hughes 

 1972 William, Douglas and Alan Hughes 

 1993 Douglas and Alan Hughes 

 1997 Alan and Kathryn Hughes 
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The last bell to be cast at the foundry was on 22 March 2017, and was given to the Museum 

of London along with historical artefacts from the premises. The manufacturing patents for 

the Whitechapel bells have been sold to the bell-hanging company, Whites of Appleton in 

Oxfordshire, with whom the foundry has had a business relationship for 197 years.  

 
Thomas Mears, late Lester, Pack & Chapman broadsheet from Osborn Manuscript (British Library, 
Add.19369) (Size unclear as cut to fit manuscript page)  
 
 

 
Heading suggests Thomas Mears II (1810 to 1844) broadsheet. (Size unclear as cut to fit manuscript 
page)  

 

https://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?assetId=436753001&objectId=3041494&partId=1
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Thomas Mears and Son (1805 to 1810) broadsheet (Size unclear as cut to fit manuscript page)  
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Bell News and Ringers’ Record: advert from 21 March 1914 

 

 

Bell Hangers 

 

In the 18th and early 19th century the major bell founders were not, in general, contracted 

to hang bells as well. However, the founders generally worked in conjunction with a 

specialist in this type of work. The Rudhall foundry of Gloucester worked with members of 

the Jacques family over a period of many years whole the Whitechapel foundry worked in 

association with a succession of bell hangers at this time. From 1763 until 1783 the brothers 

Robert and Samuel Turner hung most of the major rings cast at Whitechapel, as well as 

working with other founders and on independent jobs. Edward Simmons, who is known to 

have worked as a bell hanger from at least as early as 1775, took over, but it was not until 

after 1783 that he had much involvement with the Whitechapel foundry. A trade catalogue 

issued by Edward Simmons in about 1789 states the he was ‘Church Bell Hanger to Mr. Win. 

Mears’ and goes on to list 56 rings of bells he had worked on. The last known work by 

Edward Simmons was the hanging of the new ring of ten bells supplied to Great Yarmouth, 

Norfolk, in 1808 (Ringing World 1992, page 1200) and the place and date of his death are 

unknown. 

(i) John Wooding (Whitechapel, London) 

 

John Wooding had taken over the bell hanging business previously run by Edward Simmons. 

He issued a broadsheet which list of 78 rings of bells on which he had worked. Included in 

the list is the ring at Great Yarmouth, Norfolk, implying that Wooding worked there with 

Edward Simmons who is attributed with undertaking this work. Most of the rings on the list 

are in London and its environs but on one occasion he went to Waterford Cathedral, Ireland. 

The broadsheet is difficult to date as it has been cut up and then pasted into a manuscript 

and as such is almost certainly not as originally laid out. The last ring of bells mentioned is 

that cast by Thomas Mears II for Mitcham, Surrey, in 1820, but even so, it is at least possible 

that the list was printed before that date, as there was a previous ring of bells at Mitcham. 
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John Wooding broadsheet from the Osborn Manuscript (British Library, Add.19369) (Size unclear as 
cut to fit manuscript page)  

 

 (ii) Charles Oliver (Bethnal Green, London) 

Born in 1783 in Wonersh, Surrey, Charles Oliver was a bell hanger and carpenter who was 

initially employed by the Whitechapel Foundry as their chief bell hanger.  

 

By the early 1800s Wooding does not appear to have being undertaking much work for the 

Whitechapel Bell Foundry. This may well be because Charles Oliver senior had emerged as a 

serious rival. He was working with Thomas Mears from at least 1818, if not before. In that 

year Thomas Mears cast a new ring often bells for St. Thomas’s church. Dudley. These were 

hung by Charles Oliver senior (Bell News 1895 page 88). Oliver did not have the exclusive 

contract to hang bells for Thomas Mears, however, for when a ring of six bells was supplied 

to Felmingham, Norfolk in 1819 they were hung by Thornas and Joshua Hurry of Norwich. 

Subsequently Charles Oliver junior joined his father in his bell-hanging business, and he 

issued a trade list of rings of bell that he and his father had hung, as well as others that had 
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been rehung. This list dates from shortly after 1841. The latest ring of bells mentioned being 

the one cast for St. James’s church, Hull, Yorkshire in that year. Among the bells hung by the 

firm are the rings at St. Luke’s, Chelsea; St Peter, Walworth; St. John, Lambeth and Woburn 

in Bedfordshire.  

 
Charles Oliver Junior broadsheet from Osborn Manuscript (British Library, Add.19369) (16.0cm by 
19.0cm) 

 

It is clear from the list that at some period Charles Oliver junior was actually in the 

employment of Thomas Mears, but then went into business on his own account. It is 

probable that father and son pursued different careers at this period for Charles Oliver 

senior did work as a founder on his own account. In 1 843 he recast the third bell of the ring 

of 8 bells then in the tower of St. Clement Danes, and the same year cast supplied a bell to 

Stowupland, Suffolk on which his place of residence was given as Wapping. The next year he 

supplied two smaller bells to augment the ring at St. Clement Danes to ten bells. It has been 

suggested that Oliver borrowed the tools from the Whitechapel foundry (Ringing World 

1941 page 247). He also supplied two bells to Carshalton, Surrey in 1845 and these bore his 

name as founder. Certainly his connection with Whitechapel was maintained and he was 
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still active in hanging bells for the foundry. Both father and son were elected members of 

the College Youths in 1850, and in the name-book Charles junior is stated to be of Stepney 

while Charles senior is described as being a bell founder of Whitechapel. Charles senior died 

on 21 September 1850 while hanging a new ring of bells at Sketty.  It is not known when 

Charles Oliver junior died. 
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